The thermodynamic stability of the three nearly energy degenerate crystal structures of PtO 2 is studied here with first-principles-based calculations of their free energies. For P = 0 the α-(CdI 2 ) structure is the thermodynamically stable phase at low temperature, while the β-(CaCl 2 ) structure is stable at high pressure. The β'-(rutile) structure represents an unstable fixed point on the potential energy surface, or is possibly just barely bound. These results reconcile seemingly contradictory findings and answer longstanding questions about PtO 2 .
INTRODUCTION
Platinum dioxides are widely used as versatile catalysts [1, 2] and in a number of optical and electrochemical applications [3] . Due to this broad importance, there have been a number of studies on platinum dioxides. Many platinum dioxides described in the literature, however, have not been well characterized so that for some of them only limited and contradictory information exists [4] . This decidedly incomplete understanding of the structures of the platinum dioxides may be summarized as follows: Experimental studies have revealed three crystal polymorphs of PtO 2 , i.e., α-PtO 2 (CdI 2 -type structure) [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , β-PtO 2 (CaCl 2 -type structure) [4, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] and β ' -PtO 2 (rutile-type structure) [13] . Theoretical calculations have predicted the existence of the α- [14] and β-PtO 2 structures [14] [15] [16] . A Raman spectroscopy study of β-PtO 2 was interpreted as providing evidence of a phase transition from β-to the β ' -structure at high temperature [17] . Although the previously reported experimental and theoretical studies support the existence of α-, β-and β ' -type PtO 2 structures, the relative stability among these is still a matter of debate. To date, theoretical studies of phase stability in the platinum dioxides have relied on comparing the electronic energies for individual structures, which is a zero-temperature and zero-pressure technique [18] and furthermore neglects the contribution of zero-point vibrational energy. For some phases the electronic energy differences are sufficiently large that the results predicted based only on electronic energies may be reasonably accepted. For near-energy-degenerate phases, however, these calculations can give misleading predictions for the relative stability. In this work, we present the first investigation of the relative stability of three near-energydegenerate crystal structures of PtO 2 that is based on computed Gibbs free energies, incorporating the contribution of the vibrational energy as well as vibrational and configurational entropy. The results obtained here reconcile seemingly contradictory interpretations of earlier experimental and theoretical investigations of this material.
COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
The theoretical calculations begin with first-principles total energy calculations that are based on density functional theory [19] employing the PW91 generalized gradient approximation (GGA) to the exchange-correlation energy [20, 21] , as described in the review by Payne et al. [22] . The electron-ion interactions were described by ultrasoft pseudopotentials [23] . We used a plane wave basis set with a cutoff energy of 450 eV to construct the (valence) electronic wave functions. Integrations over the Brillouin zone employed a grid of k-point with a spacing of 0.1/Å chosen according to the Monkhorst-Pack scheme [24] .
To determine the relative thermodynamic stabilities of the phases, we calculate the Gibbs free energy G of each phase as [18] ,
G(T,P) = E e (V) + E vib (T,V) -TS vib + PV.
(1) Here E e (V) is the total internal energy (from first-principles calculations at 0 K). E vib and S vib are vibrational energy (including the zero-point energy) and vibrational entropy, respectively. In practical calculations, V is set at fixed T and P using P = -∂E e /∂V. Since our finite unit cells do not give access to the full phonon spectrum, we approximate the vibrational lattice energy E vib (T, V) by a modified Einstein model. In the Einstein model [25] , the vibrational lattice energy of a pure metal is expressed in terms of a characteristic atomic local mode vibrational frequency v as,
where h and k are the Plank and Boltzmann constants respectively. For multi-element solid phase PtO 2 , we use,
where v i-Pt and v i-O are the atomic local mode vibrational frequencies for Pt and O respectively. Similar models have been employed successfully in the calculation of surface free energies [18] . Since the vibrational entropy S vib can be calculated from the statistics of the lattice vibrations [26] , for PtO 2 we have,
The local mode vibrational frequencies v i-Pt and v i-O for the Pt and O atoms respectively, were computed in the harmonic approximation by diagonalizing the mass-weighted Cartesian force constant matrix for each symmetry unique atom in the primitive unit cell [27] . The Cartesian force constants were approximated by computing divided-difference numerical second derivatives of E e (step size 0.01Å). To obtain the volume dependence we computed frequencies explicitly at several volumes and performed linear least squares interpolation.
The configurational entropy [28] is estimated with
where X v is the concentration of oxygen vacancies, determined as a function of T by the oxygen vacancy formation energy ∆E vac ,
X v = (exp(-∆E vac /kT))/(1 + exp(-∆E vac /kT)).
(6) When including the contribution of the configurational entropy, the Gibbs free energy of each phase is obtained by,
G(T,P) = E e (V) + E vib (T,V) -TS vib -TS conf + PV.
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DISCUSSION
The structure of hexagonal α-PtO 2 has long been a matter of controversy. Shishakov [5] suggested the CdI 2 -type structure (space group P-3m1) for this compound. Other interpretations were reported [4, 6] , but Hoekstra et al [7] confirmed from powder diffraction and infrared absorption data that α-PtO 2 has the CdI 2 structure with Pt atoms in 1a and two O atoms in 2d Wyckoff positions. The second known polymorph, the orthorhombic β-PtO 2 is thought to be stable in the Pt-O 2 system at high temperature and high pressure [4, 9] . Both groups assigned the CaCl 2 -type structure to β-PtO 2 , (space group Pnnm) with two Pt atoms in 2a and six O atoms in 4g Wyckoff positions. The existence of a third polymorph β ' -PtO 2 with tetragonal symmetry, (space group P4 2 /mnm) was reported by Fernandez and Chamberland [13] . It was shown that β ' -PtO 2 has the rutile structure with two Pt and six O atoms at 2a and 4f positions respectively.
The calculated total cohesive energies E e at 0 K for α-, β-and β ' -PtO 2 are plotted as a function of volume in Figure 1 . It can be seen that the β-structure has the lowest total energy minimum. The α-structure has a higher energy minimum than the β-structure, and the β ' -structure is the highest in energy. Based on our calculation of the local mode vibrational frequencies of the Pt and O atoms for the minimum energy structures, both the α-and β-structures have all real frequencies. For the β ' -PtO 2 structure, however, there is a single imaginary local mode frequency of the O atom (ν = 979i) indicating that it is unstable with respect to distortion into one of the other two structures. The experimental structure was taken from ref. [4] , b from ref. [9] , c from ref. [13] .
Structural data and minimum total energies for α-, β-and β ' -PtO 2 are summarized in Table I , and compared to experimental values. It can be seen from Table I that the α-phase has lower electronic energy than the β'-phase (by 0.33eV per Pt 2 O 4 unit), but higher energy than the β-phase of PtO 2 (by only 0.04eV per Pt 2 O 4 unit). While this latter energy difference is near the limit of accuracy of the total energy calculations, the finding that E e (β) < E e (α) is consistent with earlier first-principles calculations [15] . In contrast, experimental studies have shown that α-PtO 2 is the stable form at low temperatures and pressures [4, 9, 13] , while β-PtO 2 is a hightemperature [4] and high-pressure [13] form.
To investigate the apparent discrepancy between theory and experiments, we corrected the total energies (E e ) for zero-point vibrational energy (E z = E e + E vib ). Comparing E z instead of E e values, it is found that at T = 0 and P = 0 the relative stability of the α-and β-structures is reversed so that E z (α) < E z (β). Furthermore, by using Eq. (1) (which includes the vibrational entropy contribution S vib to the Gibbs free energy as well as vibrational energy) we find that G(α) < G(β) < G(β') over the temperature range 0 < T < 3000 K when P = 0. Figure 2 shows the variation in Gibbs free energy G with T for α-and β-PtO 2 at P = 0.
Since the difference of the electronic energies (E e ) between the α-and β-structures is only 0.04 eV per Pt 2 O 4 unit, it is important to consider whether configurational entropy will influence the relative phase stability. Based on the computed oxygen vacancy formation energies, (∆E vac = 0.28 eV/vacancy for α-PtO 2 ; ∆E vac = 0.45 eV/vacancy for β-PtO 2 ) the contribution of configurational entropy to the free energy [28] is estimated and it is found that the relative stability of α-and β-structures remains unchanged over the temperature range 0 < T < 3000K, when calculated with Eq. (7). Therefore, though our total cohensive energy calculations are consistent with the earlier results obtained with the full potential linearized augmented-planewave (FLAPW) method [15] , calculations including vibrational energy, vibrational entropy and configurational entropy change the order of the stability for α-and β-PtO 2 phases over that found by comparison of E e only, bringing the theoretical results into full agreement with experiments.
Interestingly, in studying the β ' -(rutile) structure, when we calculated the local mode vibrational frequencies for the O atom, all three frequencies were real only in a small volume range (64.98 -66.72Å
3 ). Outside this volume range, including at the minimum energy volume V = 69.37 Å 3 , there is always an imaginary O atom vibrational frequency. The presence of an imaginary frequency indicates that the β ' -structure is unstable with respect to distortion along the corresponding coordinate. This result was confirmed by repeating the calculation using a different choice of pseudopotentials. Next, assuming the temperature predicted by Weber et al. [17] for the β-to β ' -transition (1240 K), we reversed the calculation and estimated the sixth frequency to be 646 cm -1 , which is very small, indicating that if the β ' -structure is stable, the potential energy surface is very flat and the structure is barely bound. All these results show the β ' -structure represents an unstable fixed point (saddle point) on the potential energy surface of PtO 2 , (or is perhaps just barely bound.) Since the cohensive energy differences between the α-and β ' -structures, and β-and β ' -structures are 0.33 and 0.37 eV respectively, the inclusion of zero-point vibaraional energy and vibrational entropy does not affect our prediction of the relative stability of the β ' -structure, which is the least stable structure in the temperature range 0 -3000 K.
CONCLUSIONS
Based on first-principles-based thermodynamics calculations for PtO 2 , the α-phase is found to be the most stable structure at low temperature. The β ' -structure either represents an unstable fixed point (saddle point) on the potential energy surface or is perhaps just barely bound. Comparing with previous theoretical results based only on calculations of the cohensive energy, it is seen that the inclusion of vibrational contributions to the free energy is essential to correctly predict the relative stability of the α-and β-structures.
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